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Riddle Loses Dean

Jim Agcut was terminated last week as Riddle's Associate Dean of Students. According to Dr. Jeffrey Leedle, the termination resulted from a "change in management." The decision was Dean Robert Rockeet's. Dr. Leedle then refused to make any comments about why Dean Agcut submitted his resignation or his decision to terminate Dean Agcut. When asked if it was a forced resignation, Dr. Leedle replied, "You'll have to ask Jim Agcut."

Boo Rockett, Dean of Students, suggested that the change was to establish a "new style" for the position.

Security Problem Affects Riddle Students

There has been a growing problem with security on the campus recently in a zone from the University to the Beach Regatta area. This area has been brought to the attention of the school's administration by a student who had been seeing compromising violations of Federal and State laws in that zone. According to the student, the main problem is that the school cannot get anyone out of the area, even the police. The student said that the most effective action is to go to the campus by appointment only, and make a report to the police department. The student said that the school will take legal action against anyone caught violating the law, even if it means going to jail. The student said that the school cannot get anyone out of the area, even the police. The student said that the most effective action is to go to the campus by appointment only, and make a report to the police department. The student said that the school will take legal action against anyone caught violating the law, even if it means going to jail.

But, in response to this, the AVIOn interviewed both Mr. Rockett and Dr. Robert Rockeet, E-RAU Dean of Students. The Dean, whose interest lies with students committing violations, said that the school needs to be back on the Airport. The student's report is both a federal and a state offense, and has been brought to the attention of law enforcement by a student who said they had seen compromising violations of Federal and State laws in that zone. According to the student, the main problem is that the school cannot get anyone out of the area, even the police. The student said that the most effective action is to go to the campus by appointment only, and make a report to the police department. The student said that the school will take legal action against anyone caught violating the law, even if it means going to jail.

But, in response to this, the AVIOn interviewed both Mr. Rockett and Dr. Robert Rockeet, E-RAU Dean of Students. The Dean, whose interest lies with students committing violations, said that the school needs to be back on the Airport. The student's report is both a federal and a state offense, and has been brought to the attention of law enforcement by a student who said they had seen compromising violations of Federal and State laws in that zone. According to the student, the main problem is that the school cannot get anyone out of the area, even the police. The student said that the most effective action is to go to the campus by appointment only, and make a report to the police department. The student said that the school will take legal action against anyone caught violating the law, even if it means going to jail.
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Protestant Services
11:15 am

Catholic Mass
10 am, 10 pm
8 pm Spanish Mass
Every Sunday Common Purpose Room U.C.
Looking Back At Registration

The administration attempted to alleviate the anticipated overcrowding of the student body. It was thought that just about all of the freshmen would begin registering and that maintenance would be done appropriately throughout the day. However, sticking back in the registration line, administrators found themselves at a loss.

1. Students should understand their responsibilities and make themselves available for registration.
2. Students should prepare their documents and make sure they are up to date.
3. Students should be present on time and act promptly to register.

You Won't Forget This School

You Bring The Food, We Have The Booze

Monday Night Football On Big Screen T.V.

$4.00 BUY ALL YOU CAN DRINK

8:30 To 11:00 PM
CORNERS OF ACA AND TOLUSA
New And Improved

By K.W. Johnson

Advent

Dr. Smith hasn't had much contact with the students yet, but has noticed that the school is quite full to capacity. He was introduced by our librarian, Mrs. Howard, and her helpful and friendly staff.

Dr. Smith didn't set out to become a teacher, even though he admits he enjoys it more than any other job he's had. He has always had an interest in people and he's satisfied he chooses.

Other interests of his include going to the beach, swimming, and the outdoors. But his biggest hobby, is automobile restoration. He's finished (and sold) a 1934 Plymouth Coupe, a 1935 Cord and a 1936 Thunderbird all before moving to Dayton Beach. He would like to start again, especially if he could avoid a 1939 Cadillac.

Dr. Connelly was one of a class of forty-four, which only four graduated. His dissertation was on the use of a simulator to a seminar in the performance of the beginning pilot. It was 210 pages long and took him the better part of a year to finish. He did all this while teaching a regular class, and added that his dissertation would have been nearly impossible without the aid and information profited by and through this university.

Dr. Connelly graduated from Leland College, Iowa, in 1963. From there, he joined the Navy, and went on active duty until 1968. He went through flight training in Pensacola, and was made a flight officer in November 1967. He was stationed in Europe, and then he flew over 6,000 military hours in such airplanes as the T-2G, T-2J, P-3A, A-4, and the Constellation. He left the Navy in 1968, and immediately joined the reserves, whilst returning to help get in his Ph.D. degree.

After college, he became an administrator of a high school until 1970, when he joined up at Emory-Riddle.

Currently he's logged total of over 5,000 civilian hours, mostly in small general aviation aircraft, and he is a Squard Card Commander at Patrick AFB. Dr. Connelly is also involved with writing a course for simulation for Riddle, and is in the process of an experimental program for the Army. He's working with 102 students to fly simulators, before the actual aircraft.

Hart's Daytona's Most Complete Stereo And Video Store

Advent

As Resident Director of Dorm J, Leigh St. Andrew is one of Riddle's newest employees. At 23, she holds a Masters degree in Counseling and is a certified psychologist from Virginia Tech.

"I had job offers all over the country, but I chose Riddle," says Leigh. "When I came down to look at the campus everyone was friendly, but my final decision came when they took me flying." I loved it, and I'm learning more about flying every day.

Leigh has overall responsibility for Dorm J. She supervises three RA's, and has been working hard toward organizing the resident of the on campus housing facility. When asked what she hopes to accomplish she described the theory of multi-culturalism which involves-creating a living environment in a student's atmosphere by researching the various cultures and painting murals in the various rooms and perhaps even an internment system.

"We have ordered stools and chairs for the second floor lounge, sticky posters for the third floor, and we're removing the furniture from the first floor. "I hope to get new carpet this December." The carpet will reduce the "gray" small, but students also have to contribute to supply the room with cream bottles and waffle lights!"

Hart's

Stereo Center

601 Maccabees, Ph. 255-1486

The most interesting store in town

ASK ABOUT OUR FAST EASY BUDGET TERMS
Parking Problem Pondered

By Craig Steinman

The Florida Legislature, being a state of good intentions, the very opposite of its big brother, the United States Congress, has decided to address a problem that has been around for years and years. In the past, our state legislators have had the wisdom to solve problems that have been around for years and years. They have done this by passing laws that have been around for years and years. This has led to a state where problems that have been around for years and years are not solved by laws that have been around for years and years. Instead, we are faced with the problem that has been around for years and years.

Cholesterol Can Lead To Trouble

By Maureen Bridger, R.N., University of Miami, School of Medicine

Cholesterol is a waxy substance found in all human cells. It is an essential component of cell membranes, serving as a precursor for bile acids and steroid hormones. It is also a major component of deposits in arteries, which leads to the development of atherosclerosis. The term "cholesterol" comes from the Greek words "choleo," meaning bile, and "steros," meaning solid. It is this unique chemical structure that allows cholesterol to perform its vital roles in the human body.

Hypertension is a condition of sustained high blood pressure that increases the risk of heart disease, stroke, and kidney failure. It can also lead to discomforting symptoms such as headaches, dizziness, and fatigue. If untreated, hypertension can cause permanent damage to the heart, kidneys, and brain, leading to long-term health problems.

To prevent hypertension, it is important to maintain a healthy lifestyle that includes regular exercise, a balanced diet rich in fruits, vegetables, and whole grains, and the avoidance of tobacco and excessive alcohol consumption. Moreover, controlling blood pressure through medication may be necessary for those with high blood pressure.

Bartender Makes Rounds

By Pat Hackett

I've been aspiring to be a bartender ever since I was a child. One day, I decided to follow my passion and signed up for a bartending class. To my surprise, the class was filled with students of all ages and backgrounds. It was love at first pour.

The bartending class is held at the Daytona Beach area. I'll tell you, one of the best features of this class is the hands-on experience. You get to practice your skills, ask questions, and learn from the experts.

The course covers a variety of topics, including the history of bartending, the basics of cocktail making, and the art of mixology. We also learn about the different types of spirits, mixers, and garnishes.

To pass the class, you must attend all sessions and complete a final exam. The exam consists of a series of questions that test your knowledge of the course material. It's a challenging exam, but with practice and dedication, I know I can succeed.

I'm excited to apply the skills I've learned in this class to my future career as a bartender. The day I step behind the bar and serve up my first cocktail is the day I'll feel like I've achieved my dream of becoming a bartender.

Grills And Tables Received

By George King

Four picnic tables and the Grill will sit somewhere between the Dine Delights 1 & 2 within the next month. The idea was born last year at the Omaha Summer Show, where we saw grills and tables being sold. We were so impressed, we decided to do the same thing ourselves.

The plan is to have a variety of grills and tables available for purchase at the store. We will have grills ranging in size from small to large, with options for both gas and charcoal models. The tables will be available in different styles, including picnic tables and bar tables.

In addition to grills and tables, we will also have a selection of accessories such as grilling tools and tableware.

We are looking forward to the opening of our new section dedicated to grills and tables. We believe it will be a popular addition to our store and hope that our customers will enjoy our selection of grills and tables.
**Delta Chi**

By Ed

To start off this week's article, I must throw a big, rose colored bonnet to all of the Delta Chi pledges this is the first step toward becoming a Brother in the Fraternity. Pledging may be a challenge; however, the rewards are many. Good luck, pledges.

On the social side, Friday's Happy Hour was Happy indeed. This Friday night tradition at the E-Royal chapter of Delta Chi always promises friendliness, laughter, and good times. We hope to see you there soon, everyone. Welcome to share the brotherhood that abounds.

Saturday came and left, when it rains the sap rises. Yea, our Annual Robin Picic, saw torrential rains trying to wash the homecoming New Smyrna. Yes, Delta Chi sport prevailed, though, and an excellent time was had.

This provides me with the opportunity to plug this week's Chi-A-Pal. As the rain was pouring down, quick thinking Charlie Johnson managed to scrounge up a tarpaulin to shelter the king and grill. So, we worked above and beyond the call of duty to get the tarpaulin off our backs. Charlie Johnson, the Initiate Chief, Hoy Charlton, I'll even forget the red checkered Fraternity Initiation Monday. Another big brother to Old Glory.

On this week's agenda is our Saturday Happy Hour and a toby special occasion — Recep Gerdes. The Suttons night reception to YOOL's always a highlight, if going, there is a list at the phone — just sign up.

More Abrasive News: Wade Young is doing well at Caller. He claims his hours are building up roaming, softened, and Tom Reene hopes future visits in the Navy more news as it becomes available.

If you are still interested in pledging or just want to know what Delta Chi is about, stop by the booth in call 257-0420.

That's about it from the Delta Chi to Ed's Award this week's
touchdown, but we'll leave you with this for the future.

**AFROTAC**

By Hugh McCotter

NEW PAS

In June, of this year, Dot AFB accepted its new professor of Aerospace Studies, Lt. Col. Dolan. Capt. Doolin was an AF graduate of the University of Hartford. While at Horlick he served as cadre commander, ORC. He is a true Delta Chi man. After graduating in '61 with a philosophy degree he took his first assignment at Andrews AFB. Accepted for NP he was sent to Reene AFB and earned his wings. From there he went to Reene AFB as a T-37 instructor pilot, and was assigned to an F-104 driver at Homestead AFB. About this time he was sent to QA for a year in oil and gas planning. Soon afterwards, he returned to the states as a teacher in aerospace studies, San Jose State University. As an instructor, we must admit to his endeavors, he received an engineering degree in a T-38 Squadron commander at Sheppard AFB. He flew at Sheppard up until his present call here.

Lt. Col. Doolin lines up on the Central Crescent Pennsylvania with his wife and three children. The family is happy and well. An Engineering degree in Counseling from Troy State, he is also a command pilot with over 3,500 hours of flight time, 2,000 of these as an instructor. As you can see he has had a wide variety of assignments and holds a lot of experience from his 8 years in the Air Force. As the new NP, we anticipate a good year in the corps with our personnel. We encourage trips, to both local and distant places, which can only make our base more comfortable. However, we still feel that the medical and military aspects, we shall like to start, are right here on campus. We'll talk with you the best.

AFROTC has two big football teams this year. We hope you'll get out and support them. They will likely need all the help they can get.

The annual min at son you know has been held for the last two Saturday mornings. It's good to see that the major sponsors are still here to back it. More than $300 was raised.

Finally a note that all new cadets are required to check the bulletin board in the C. D. and at the dorms frequently. The Ruck's Board and information bulletin board is checked at least twice per week.
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sports quickies

 Flag Football

The Recreation office has received many requests concerning what goes on at the flag football field on Wednesday. In addition, there are those who want to know if they can see the games on TV. Unfortunately, there is no TV available for any flag football games. For those who want to play, the games are scheduled for 5:00 and 7:00 p.m. on Wednesdays. The games are free to participate in and are open to anyone who wants to play. The games are played on a standard flag football field, and the rules are similar to those of a traditional American football game. The players are divided into two teams, and the objective is to score points by getting the ball into the end zone. The games are played in a casual environment, and players are encouraged to have fun. The games are open to anyone who wants to participate, and the Recreation office is always looking for more players to join in the fun.
Naval Aviation Challenge, Management, New Horizons, Education and Adventure

SOPHOMORES & JUNIORS

Will you start out as a professional in the field of your choice, right after college?

Or like so many others these days, will you be forced to find just any old job until the right one comes along?

Suppose on the other hand you could step immediately into a good-paying, exciting job that you could begin training for (with pay) during your junior and senior years.

This is the way AVROC. A once-in-a-lifetime opportunity waiting for college sophomores and juniors with something to offer the flight challenge, management and adventure.

AVROC means Aviation Reserve Officer Cadet. It also means excitement and challenge and a way to spend four to five years as a Naval Aviation Officer. Treading, flying and gaining self-confidence in a world of professionals. Starting salary upon graduation could be as much as $11,000 depending on which of the three courses you apply.

If you are interested in exploring the possibilities and future, write Lt. E. Connor at 3974 Woodcock Drive, Jacksonville, Fl 32207; or call at 904-368-2222.

BY TERRY THOMAS
RAU Project Bureau

REGISTRATION: A RESURRECTION?

Remember what a problem registrants face like today in Daytona got the computer? If you do, then you know what the registration process was like at Prescott.

The previous time waiting in line was 6 hours. This was usually aided by putting out numbers, allowing the students to have the input time...

When talking to Mr. Bob Allen, Director of Administration; he assured me that the school realized the registration process did not run as smoothly as it had. This was the topic of a meeting held to collapse the registration process.

Mr. Allen also assured me that before spring registration, computer terminals, due to Daytona, will be installed and the registration computer/printer program used at Daytona will eliminate the lines.

Another solution to the registration process would be holding a class during orientation showing the students how to fill out program cards for booking stations.

This will spread the process up and prevent the "bunching up" of students at specific checkpoints.

What you have about the whole process is; with the smaller dependence environment at Daytona, some of these problems were not foreseen and planned for. Let's hope a first time example will be enough to encourage a change.

BY JIM ZURALE

The old desk job in the academic flight was put to its death recently with the addition of a new, custom-designed counter. Those of you who fly from this camp couldn't help but notice, the gold and blue Dispatcher desk which will serve many useful services.

One of the underlying reasons for purchasing the counter is that the advanced flight ramp will be moved to the opposite side next year in the future, according to Greg Nelli, Director of Flight Operations and Systems. There will be dispatchers working at each of the three counters which will significantly increase the capability and decrease crowds.

GONDOLA RESTAURANT BAKERY

Announcing the Opening of Gondola's Bar...

Bad Miller and Michael on Tap

Public House's

GARDEN ACADEMY FOOTBALL SATURDAYS

CHOPPED STEAK, New With Mushrooms, * Braised in Red Wine $2.95

SPAGHETTI ALL YOU CAN EAT! (1-Salami or Beef Steak and Bread $1.95 (Meatless)

1416 Shaw Ridge Road Delray Beach, Florida 33445

Phone: (561) 274-6421

Jim's Windjammer HAIR DESIGNS

$2 Off With E-RAU I.D.

592 S. Nova

Daytona Beach, Fl.

253-1223

Mon.-Wed.:9 a.m. - 9:30 p.m.

THURSDAY: 9 a.m. - 9:30 p.m.

595 S. Nova

Daytona Beach, Fl.

253-1223

THURSDAY: 9 a.m. - 9:30 p.m.

This 1950s investment certainly seems to be very worthwhile and efficient, with retaining all of the operations personnel to get complete accuracy. This is the case for the first time.

Another advantage of the desk is that its new phone system will enable dispatchers to answer on Ext. 462-3444 which will make it much easier for students to contact with instructions after hours. There is also a counter that a new rack for the dispatch, buying and selling.

This $1.200 investment certainly seems to be very worthwhile and efficient, with retaining all of the operations personnel to get complete accuracy. This is the case for the first time.

IN MEMORIAM

The Daytona Beach community and area was gripped last week with the sudden death of young Clarence C. Tame, better known as D.C. "Buck" Tame, who had been highly respected and well liked in the community for years, had apparently suffered a heart attack while at the wheel of his car last week.

"The car was found listing to one side with the door open and the passenger side of the vehicle missing. Tame's body was found at the wheel of the car and the door had been forced open. A police officer who was called to the scene said that Tame's body had been removed and the scene was cleared.

Tame had been a college student and had been working at a local gas station where he had been employed for several years. He was well liked by his co-workers and was a popular figure in the community.

Tame's death was a shock to his family and friends, who were left to mourn his loss. The community paid tribute to Tame with a vigil at his residence and a moment of silence at local events.

The cause of death is under investigation and no further details were available at the time of this report. The community remains in mourning for Tame and his family.
Professionals Wanted!

PLEDGE

Alpha Eta Rho

The

PROFESSIONAL AVIATION FRATERNITY

International Co-Educational

Open To

All Degree Programs

FOR INFORMATION CALL 258-5346

Temporary Solution For Housing

To aid those students who did not receive on-campus housing, a Temporary Housing Program was offered this fall from August 26, through Sept. 9. Such programs were not designed to replace on-campus housing, but rather to serve as a "stopping stone" program. That is, students were provided with a place to stay until they could find an on-campus equivalent.

Hotel facilities were used in the program to house students. Three were located approximately two to three miles from the university and were rented to students for $30.00 per day (same price as a dorm room). During the day, the students were provided with the opportunity to view listings of on-campus accommodations. This service was provided in the Housing Office located in dorm "A".

For those students who needed additional assistance, a student advisor was available to assist them in finding on-campus housing that better suited their requirements.

Daytona Beach Aviation

"At the Base of the Tower"
Unions 122.6

Airplane Rental – IFR or VFR

If you have a current license & are current with Continental-Riddell – you are current with
DAYTONA BEACH AVIATION

and

OSMOND BEACH AVIATION

Bring a statement from your instructor or ask for information at our Counter.

SEE THE ISLANDS

BY AN INEXPENSIVE GROUP CHARTER FLIGHT

Cessna

CALL 255-0471

DRINKS

FOR INFORMATION

CALL 252-2277

Flight Line

FAA PILOT WRITTEN EXAMINATIONS

E-RAU will administer written pilot examinations for Private Pilot, Commercial Pilot, Instrument Rating, Airline Transport Pilot, Flight Instructor, and Flight Engineer. These will be held on the following dates:

Saturday, Sept. 22
Sunday, Oct. 20
Sunday, Nov. 17
Sunday, Dec. 15

In addition, the FAA GADO No. 7 will be available at any of the Allied Transport Pilot, Flight Instructor, Base.

Girls! Girls

Little Sister Rush Party

SIGMA CHI FRATERNITY

SAT 29 EX SAT 29

520 South Ridgewood

FOR INFORMATION

CALL 258-5346

Ground Instructor, Advanced Ground Instructor, and Instrument Ground Instructor will also be examined.

Saturday examinations will be conducted in Room G-109, and will begin at 9:15. Tuesday's will be held in the same room. No examinations will be administered after 12:00.

Students intending to take a written examination are required to sign up in office D-209, prior to examination day.

At the time of the examination, each student must present a Written Authorization Form, signed by an appropriately licensed instructor, or a failed results of a previous E-RAU or FAA written examination.

Mr. R. Bernal will notify the Avionics in sufficient time to allow publication prior to each examination.

William A. Martin
Chief Flight Instructor
Flight Team Tryouts

Anybody interested in competing on this year's flight team should attend an informal meeting tonight at 7:30 in C-609 to discuss rules and procedures. The ground events are pilot inspection, instrument proficiency, aircraft recognition, and flight computer accuracy. Flight events are power on and power off accuracy landings, message drop, and instrument proficiency. The flight Regional Air Meet will be held at Auburn, Alabama on Oct. 26 & 27, and the Embry-Riddle is out to win. If interested, please attend the important meeting and start practicing. (Due off the "wall" before Tryouts Will Be Held). The next at Auburn, Oct. 26 & 27. Flight Inspections will be held during the week starting Monday, Oct. 8. Pilots brief will be announced soon.

Al's Corner

I would like to deduce this week's column to get University Center's bookstore. The bookstore is a nice place to browse, carry a set of diagrams, buy necessary flight equipment, etc. But to me, the bookstore means just something. Books. When it comes to shopping for books, you have to choose, either it's the right book or it's not. But with so many choices, buying into everything you do have one thing, a new book or a used one.

Buying back books scribbles the students best interest for reasons all too obvious and I guess that's where we have to here, but we are the bookstore's are generous! To clarify this, let me go back to the last two weeks of Summer B term.

When I first heard of the bookstore, I went to check out the list put out by the bookstore. Here I was all excited—waiting for check. Then, until I saw the list. You see, only if your book was on the list will they buy it back. Well, all four of my books were not on the list. Calmly explaining this situation to my book, either these books were being charged on my new edition was coming out. Oh well, I'll figure this out, I love breaks.

Now to the present. While listening to my babbling this week, I decided to check on the books I couldn't buy. First in my writing. Second to my anger, the same four texts were used again, same edition, and same price. So the hard work, once again, and again, wound up buying all new books this fall because there were no used ones, at least not for my courses.

FOOTBALL SCHEDULE 1979

Team on left wear white, team on right wear blue.

Chiefs

12:00 Blue Machine v. S. Blue Team
1:00 Blue Team v. The Rabs
2:00 Blue Chips v. The Rats
3:00 The Left Nest v. Sigma Omicron
4:00 Gentle Giants v. Thunderbirds
5:00 Frank's Demons v. One Wing Low
6:00 Thunderbirds v. The Rabs
7:00 Blue Team v. The Rats
8:00 Lambda Chi Alpha v. Alpha High Club
9:00 Rogues v. Hasty Doodles
10:00 Cash Raters v. Brothers of the Wind

Call 677-6650

THE HAIRPORT

$60 SPECIAL! 1 PROTEIN POWDER PER 1500 FOR DAMAGED HAIR REG. 15.00

BRUSHES & COMBS

KK PRODUCTS AVAILABLE

FOR HOME USE

APPOINTMENTS & WALKINS

PHONE 252-5561 ext. 324
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If you've ever considered buying a Cessna, you'll never buy for less than you can today!

YOU'RE THE WINNER!

Because:

1. We've given our Dealers price incentives to clean out the '79 models.
2. Prices on '80 models will be substantially higher.
3. Dealers must make room for '80 models.

ALL Cessna Dealers are ready to offer:

EXCELLENT TRADES!

THE YEAR'S BEST PRICES!

Plus Cessna Finance Corporation has a plan to meet your needs with a complete range of purchase and lease programs.

See your Cessna Dealer today... he's ready to deal on the remaining '79 models. The '80's are on their way!
Space Shuttle Prepares for 1980 Launch

The Space Shuttle orbiter Enterprise was the first of its kind to roll off the assembly line at the Rockwell International plant in Palmdale, California. It is also the first orbiter to roll through the Kennedy Space Center's launch processing facility. The orbiter is divided into segments from Vehicle Assembly Building to Launch Pad in a verification of ground support facilities and processes, as a "pilot" for those to follow.

Although Enterprise will probably never be launched into space, it is the only orbiter to have been towed to date, having completed a very successful series of glide landings at NASA's Dryden Flight Research Center, Edwards, California.

The shuttle, which is 118.3 feet long and has a wingspan of 122 feet, 8 inches, was given the name Enterprise by NASA's Associate Administrator for Space Transport in September 1976. The orbiter is expected to be placed on permanent display at the Kennedy Space Center Visitor Complex.

The orbiter's main landing gear contains struts and wheel wells of Honeywell Incorporated. The struts and wheel wells will be pulled apart for inspection and maintenance after landing. The landing gear will be inspected by a team of technicians at the Kennedy Space Center visitor complex.

The orbiter's main landing gear contains struts and wheel wells of Honeywell Incorporated. The struts and wheel wells will be pulled apart for inspection and maintenance after landing. The landing gear will be inspected by a team of technicians at the Kennedy Space Center visitor complex.

S.R. Perrott, Inc.
Is Pleased To Announce The Appointment Of The Miller Representative For Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University

Cheryl has lived in the area all her life, is a Senior year student at Embry-Riddle and is majoring in Aeronautical Studies. She is the Vice President of Alpha Eta Beta, the Sweetheart of Sigma Chi, and a member of Omicron Eta Kappa. Cheryl is also a pilot.

The new representative will assist in the marketing of the Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University's Bachelor of Science in Aeronautical Engineering program. The representative will be responsible for promoting the university's programs to prospective students and their families, as well as maintaining a presence at various industry events and conferences.

For more information calls: S.R. Perrott or contact Cheryl at Box 5054.